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1. INTRODUCTION
Managing long-term relationships with customers, suppliers and other
stakeholders has been the response of successfully competing companies for
market deregulation, globalization and the intensive use of various forms of
online communication tools. New organizational forms like strategic
alliances (Parkhe 1993; Światowiec 2002) and networks (Gulati et al. 2000;
Ratajczak-Mrozek, Małys 2012; Hauke-Lopez 2014) or innovative business
models (Dymitrowski, 2016), as well as open innovation projects have
emerged (Kotler 2008). The foundation of these dynamic structures is a
long-term partnership which may lead to the development of a competitive
advantage on a global scale.
Globalization, in particular, is transforming the world into a huge, single
and virtually borderless marketplace. As part of this process, global sourcing
is putting an increased pressure on suppliers to serve customers beyond their
home markets (Shi et al. 2010). This new business landscape can only be
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mastered by adopting proper relationship management strategy and tools
(Deszczyński 2018; Małys, 2017), including global account management
(GAM). GAM can be defined as “an organizational form and process in
multinational companies by which the worldwide activities serving a given
multinational customer are coordinated centrally by one person or team
within the supplying company” (Shi et al. 2010, p. 620). The first attempts of
coordinated cooperation on a global scale were adopted by technology giants
servicing large multinationals in the automotive, petrochemical and financial
industries (Jeannet, Hennessey 2004, pp. 380-381). Nowadays examples of
GAM are widespread across all industries and have also been adopted by
medium-size suppliers (Yip, Bink 2007a).
Although the reasons behind the introduction of GAM may be different in
a given case, some common basic goals can be outlined, including: meeting
customer expectations/requirements, leveraging the effectiveness of own sales
activities, offering standardization, gaining competitive edge and lowering the
risk of own foreign investment (Surówka-Marszałek, Światowiec 2005). Still,
a question arises of what types of accounts / relationships should be regarded
as promising in the global relationship management context.
Meanwhile, despite the importance of GAM for many multinational
enterprises, academic research on GAM is scarce and therefore the knowledge on GAM remains limited. In particular, there is a lack of a theoretically
based integrative framework that can help in the GAM implementation
decision-making process (Shi et al. 2010). The existing literature comments
on GAM drivers, such as global customers, and GAM dimensions, such as
types of market coordination (Montgomery et al. 1998; Swoboda et al.
2012). Some authors propose conceptual frameworks discussing GAM
facilitation conditions, e.g. complementary resources, goal congruence,
strategic fit (Toulan et al. 2006). Others try to embed GAM in the
relationship marketing theory, explaining the shift from national account
management to GAM, or the dynamic capabilities theory, explaining GAMspecific capabilities, like the coordination fit on different management levels
(Shi et al. 2004; Yip, Madsen 1996). However, even if they use empirically
obtained material, most of these contributions develop relatively abstract,
theoretical conclusions, which do not help much in managerial decision
making, especially in terms of the selection of GAM accounts. They
acknowledge that, in qualifying customers for global account status, the size
of their global operations cannot be the first and last criteria (Gao, Shi 2011).
However, only one article published in the Harvard Business Review, comes
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with a coherent GAM decision-making model (Yip, Bink 2007a), yet for
obvious reasons, it lacks theoretical grounding.
In order to bridge the gap between the theory and practice, this paper
offers a “zoom-in” approach. Its main aim is to propose a GAM relationship
decision-making model. Hence, it integrates the relationship marketing
theory and the drivers of GAM in the form of a conceptual framework. The
framework itself, however, is a workable concept. It combines formal and
informal, external and internal decision-making factors to assist the
management on GAM accounts’ selection process based on predominately
relationship management criteria. Accordingly, this paper is divided into two
main sections. The first assesses the related literature streams pertaining to
relationship management and GAM, while the second describes original
GAM relationship decision-making model based on four assumptions. The
concluding remarks differentiate the model from the other concepts, which
either fragmentarily touch upon the issue of GAM accounts selection or
comment on GAM as it is already implemented.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Partnership and cooperation
There are many definitions of partnership, mainly because of the multiple
types of entities constituting various forms of relations. Anderson and Narus
(1999, p. 374) underline that the essence of partnership is mutually sharing the
view that the success of both parties is partly interdependent and therefore
joint engagement towards meeting the final market demands is beneficial
for them. Such partnership creates after time strong social, economic, service
and technical bonds. In turn, lowering total costs and leveraging value is
achieved by common effort. An important issue of every relationship,
including a business one, is the long-term perspective. Pursuing advantages
like higher quality, lower costs and risk reduction should bring the balanced
interdependence of partners resulting in e.g. granting preferred supplier status
or even exclusive supplying contract in a given product or service category in
exchange for the benefits such as special pricing or access to innovations
(Frazier et al. 1988, pp. 53-54). However, not every business situation opens
space for such a win-win situation (Światowiec 2001).
Figure 1 presents the factors that should be examined when assessing the
prerequisites for a successful partnership. On the left side, unfavorable
conditions for relationship building are shown, while on the right side the
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favorable ones, and between them spans a continuum of mixed situations.
Although in general, a long-term partnership seems to be beneficial for the
participating partners, some studies show successful supply chain
management requires the efficient management of a portfolio of various
relationships and therefore no strategy (long-term or short-term) should be
taken as inherently superior (Bensaou 1999, Światowiec 2005, 2006a).
According to the resource-based view, looking for partners can be perceived
as seeking to improve own imperfect assets or to create new capabilities
faster and at a lower cost, thus achieving competitive advantage (Czakon
2011). In some business situations (like the purchase of commodities or
natural resources for further processing), a supplier may not have much more
to offer than better prices, while in other cases distinctive jointly developed
technology or a superior level of services may be the key for market success.

unfavorable
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Fig. 1. Prerequisites for partnership building
Source: own work adapted from Bensaou (1999).
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Such strategic partnership owing to mutual adjustments and investment
induces (as the name suggests) at least partial strategy adaptations in pursuit
of a joint project, but does not exclude establishing other partnerships
helpful to compete elsewhere (Sulejewicz 1997, p. 72). The prerequisites of
the partnership presented in figure1 are inspired by the concept of cooperation understood as one of the key coexisting elements of market
coordination (among competition and control), which is illustrated in figure 2.
This framework refers to the transaction cost theory and its continuum from
market to hierarchy (Williamson 1985). The diversity of ties between
enterprises can constitute inter-organizational cooperation networks.
coordination
control

cooperation
operational

competition
strategic

horizontal: quasi-integration

vertical: alliances

Fig. 2. Strategic partnership. CCC paradigm: control, cooperation, competition
Source: own work adapted from Sulejewicz (1997, p. 65).

Cooperation can be defined as the highly interactive process of formal
and informal decision-making by independent market players (individuals,
groups and organizations) in order to generate long-term benefits (Sulejewicz 1997, p. 72). According to Dwyer et al. (1987, p. 12), cooperation can
also be described as complementary coordinated activities of entities staying
in an interdependent relation in order to achieve goals benefiting mutual
long-term expectations.
A long-term strategic partnership is therefore not a simple extension of a
long-term contractual relation in which both parties maintain their
bargaining positions and look for better prices or conditions. Such behavior
resembles a short-term philosophy, in which buyers aim to expand their
position mainly by maintaining the competition of several preferred
suppliers. In turn, a long-term buyer-supplier partnership is a philosophy of
trust and cooperation based on the common striving for better understanding
and the creation and delivery of value for the final markets. The adoption of
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a cooperation strategy, which assumes the joint use of assets, should help in
achieving the strategic competition goals (in relation to the other
competitors) and facilitate mutually beneficial activities. The proportions of
benefits and their consumption should stay in relation to the partners’
contribution and degree of dependence, as well as the sense of fairness
(Urbańczyk 2012). Therefore, it is advisable for the cooperating partners to
maintain relatively comparably strong positions (Czakon 2011) in order to
sustain their relation in the phase of benefits appropriation (Czakon 2009).
Meanwhile, many so-called partnerships are inherently unbalanced
(Birkinshaw et al. 2001). Hence, the best long-term effect of cooperation
will occur if the technical and organizational competences/potential of both
parties are similar in scale and scope before it starts (Movery et al. 1998,
p. 510).
2.2. Key success factors for a partnership relation
The nature of a relation is based on mutual trust and commitment
(Morgan, Hunt 1994). Trust can be perceived in two dimensions: as the
credibility of the partner and as the degree of interest in the partner’s success
(benevolence; Ganesan 1994; Doney, Cannon 1997). Commitment means
the allocation of own resources into a business venture and the partial
sacrifice of individualistic aspirations. Both are irreplaceable for an effective
and beneficial partnership because only these two factors combined
contribute to a better business performance and strength of relation (Morgan,
Hunt 1994, pp. 22-27). A model of relationship development based on trust
and commitment is presented in figure 3.
Finding a business opportunity and the acceptance of roles in a possible
new venture is the starting point for considering cooperation. On the
contrary, looking for alternative partners as a result of a perceived
downgrade of jointly generated competences, ends in the breakup of
cooperation bonds.
Trust seems to be the prerequisite for entering into a new cooperation.
Commitment is the result of trust both in the partner and in the joint business
venture, as it starts and continues. One can distinguish two groups of factors
influencing trust and commitment development: business and social factors.
The first group consists of a formal assessment of the relationship in terms
of:
− benefits (costs and rewards for staying in the relationship),
− capability of the partner to deliver the expected value (e.g. technical,
price advantages, timing),
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− predictions of the partner’s credibility and behavior in the future based on
relatively impartial information.
The second group consists of:
− reputation transference of a company or/and of a sales person upon
recommendations and word-of-mouth advertisement,
− perception of intentionality which is the interpretation of words, behavior,
norms and values extrapolated on the sincerity of intentions,
− predictions of the partner’s credibility and behavior in the future based on
a subjective personal assessment.
BENEFITS ASSESSMENT
CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
PREDICTIONS
BUSINESS FACTORS

COOPERATION

TRUST

COMMITMENT

SOCIAL FACTORS

PREDICTIONS
INTENTIONALITY PERCEPTION
REPUTATION TRANSFERENCE
PARTNER
ACCEPTANCE

ENTERING
COOPERATION

OPPORTUNISM
NEW BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

RELATIVE
DOWNGRADE OF
COMPETENCES

LEAVING
COOPERATION

Fig. 3. Cooperation model based on trust and commitment.
Source: own work based on Doney, Cannon (1997, p. 37) and Morgan, Hunt (1994, p. 22).

The distinction between the professional evaluation of hard facts
(business factors) and the individual assessment influenced by the personal
experiences and preferences of respective managers seems to be
substantiated both in research and practice acknowledging two levels of trust
and commitment carriers: the company and its employees (Małys, Fonfara,
2018, pp. 177-178; Ratajczak-Mrozek 2017, p. 69; Bönte, Keilbach 2005
pp. 279-302, Doney, Cannon 1997). The personal attitudes of influential
managers towards cooperation with a given partner can disguise some
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partner deficiencies, or vice versa may call an objectively good offer into
question. Therefore, a good starting point for any investment in a future
global partnership is a good mutual communication at senior executive level.
2.3. Value creation in a relationship
The suppliers and their sales persons in particular should actively
stimulate the relation they managed to establish, by being sincere in striving
for maximizing value creation for both parties and the development of
mutually beneficial conditions of cooperation. Value for a business partner
can be defined as the perceived surplus of benefits over costs of maintaining
or developing a cooperation (Światowiec 2006b; Otto 1999). It does not
have to be always a direct financial benefit but it can also be timesaving,
accessing new technologies or a personal risk reduction of decision makers.
In order to provide the optimal value-mix of benefits for the customers, a
supplier should keep on analyzing their value creation chains and test and
model processes in search for the possible gaps in the customer-centric
approach. The common goal is to help the partner to compete in the final
buyer market with some distinctive features making the price less important
and contributing to the total customer experience, TCE (Macarenhas et al.
2006, pp. 399-400). TCE can directly benefit from product superiority or
indirectly thanks to information, technological, organizational, finance or
image advantages (Małys 2013, p. 38). Successful relationship development
needs also the integration of training and motivation of the sales force in
order to transfer the whole organization from commodity-based to valuebased selling (Deszczyński 2016).
The principles of relationship management can be introduced in
organizations of any size. Because of direct access to a limited number of
customers it might be even more simple and natural in small businesses.
Still, owing to the potential scale of benefits, competitive pressure and
capabilities of modern information technologies, customer relationship
management should be in the interest of larger companies, including
international and global players. In this context an obvious example of
pursuing a global CRM strategy is the introduction of global account
management (GAM). However, even though the extensive use of
information and communication technologies is one of CRM’s key
characteristic (Baran, Galka 2013, pp. 5-6), the primary goal of CRM is not
to install IT systems, but to optimize the value creation chain for the
customers in respect to particular relationship economics. Mastering such
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a change management process is one of the most important endogenic
barriers in CRM implementation (Deszczyński 2013, p. 25). In this context,
GAM can be seen as a set of structures and procedures that increase the
information processing capacity on a global scale. In particular, the need for
understanding the global operations and goals of the customers and the
demand for a better coordination among the sales and customer support units
around the world have emerged as the key objective in GAM programs
(Birkinhaw et al. 2001). Owing to the relationship approach this should open
the door for the supplier’s own value creation, as the mutual reliance and
adaptation (e.g. of processes, product development strategies, investment
priorities) reduce risk, costs and finally bring competitive advantage.
2.4. Target of a Global Account Management Program
GAM is seen as the natural extension of national account management
introduced to effectively serve the most important globally operating
customers. Choosing customers for global account management programs
should start with the analysis of whether these buyers:
– represent a significant size and revenue potential,
– have centralized procurement activities,
– are strategically important to the supplier,
– attach the same importance to mutual contacts at top executive level.
Yip and Madsen (1996) reported that the key driver of global account
programs were rapidly globalizing procurement strategies of the customers.
As companies grow internationally, they seek global solutions for their
business needs including one point of reference, stable prices and purchasing
conditions. Individualized products and services, marketing and logistics
support are among other benefits expected (Scholl 2001, pp. 1-17). In return,
the supplier receives a higher priority status and possibly a bigger share of
the customer’s spend. Thanks to tighter cooperation, solutions for specific
customer needs can be developed in mutual cooperation and/or coordination
what creates an additional hurdle for other competitors. These tailored
solutions can be in turn adopted as the global standard compulsory for all
customer branches what may reduce the logistic effort, as well as the R&D,
manufacturing and marketing costs. The research conducted among almost
200 GAM executives from more than 150 companies showed that global
account management boosts customer satisfaction by approximately 20
percent and economic results by as much as 15 percent (Montgomery, Yip
2000, pp. 22-30).
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However, some studies show that GAM does not always bring win-win
partnerships. As prices become much more transparent and customers
demand bigger discounts in exchange for higher volume, suppliers may lose
much of their negotiating power. In addition, the cost of GAM per customer
can result in hundreds of thousands of euros in extra spending for sales and
support in comparison to the individual national accounts, which still remain
in the national subsidiaries (Yip, Bink 2007a). Therefore, GAM cannot be
perceived as a solution for every business relation and, as the whole CRM
concept, it needs well thought-out decision-making, otherwise it will only
add to failure rates which in the case of CRM have been traditionally high
(Deszczyński, Fonfara 2014). In particular, it cannot cover up the
organizational shortcomings, which only would be aggravated if trying to
pursue strategies requiring an advanced coordination effort. This is reflected
in a particular commercial study showing underperforming low revenue and
profit organizations are 50 percent less likely to use CRM as the key driver
for their success (Merkle 2013).
3. GAM RELATIONSHIP DECISION-MAKING MODEL
Following the literature review, four main assumptions are proposed,
which constitute the foundation of the GAM relationship decision-making
model, as shown in figure 4. These are:
Assumption 1: The extensive scale of operations on key domestic markets is
the basic prerequisite for considering the introduction of a GAM program.
Assumption 2: The potential for mutual short-term value creation is the
prerequisite for entering into GAM cooperation.
Assumption 3: The potential for mutual long-term value creation is the
prerequisite for the development of GAM cooperation into a strategic
partnership.
Assumption 4: The attitude towards long-term cooperation and personal
relations between the top management of buyer and supplier are the ultimate
condition for making tight bonds supporting GAM cooperation.
The GAM relationship decision-making process starts with a current
business evaluation at national levels. If the single product/service volume is
already relatively high or the customer spends liberally on the range of
products/services the supplier offers as a whole (while maintaining multiple
supplier policy), it is reasonable to examine their purchasing concentration.
Actual or potential sales can be generated by several countries or compact
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1. Customer advancement in global operations
– current and potential volume,
– multi-country presence,
– significant revenue outside company’s home country,
– centralized purchasing process.

2. Mutual potential for short-term value creation
– industry globalization as GAM driver,
– advantage in customer value due to:
–
rapid offer-delivery-support processes,
–
internet enabled services,
– cost effectiveness due to:
–
shared services,
–
reduced spending for marketing, logistics, IT and product variants.

3. Mutual potential for long-term value creation through strategic cooperation
RELEVANCE
IN GLOBAL
SUPPLY CHAIN

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
POTENTIAL

LEAST PRICE

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP

BOTTLENECKS

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY / ORDER COMPLEXITY

4. Quality of partnership with a customer

unfavorable

distrustful and short-term
istrustful and prejudiced

relations

corporate level
personal level

Fig. 4. GAM implementation decision-making model
Source: own work.

favorable

active and long-term
actively involved
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geographical regions but also by a single country or region. The first
situation favors further GAM implementation evaluation, while in the
second it is advisable to maintain separate national account management.
The substantiation for this rests in reaching a proper coordination fit between
both companies (Arnold et al. 2001, p.13). Once the supplier’s home country
and customer’s country with the strongest demand are the same,
implementing GAM would only mean adding bureaucracy to the process
without any chance to achieve significant results. In a mixed country
situation, imposing standardization of processes upon the viewpoint of
people residing far away from the key market may not only mean an
additional cost in manpower and travel expenses, but could also undermine
successful cooperation based on the set rules and personal contact.
The fourth factor in step 1 of the model is beyond the influence of the
supplier. In fact, there is an increasing pressure on suppliers to serve the
global customers beyond their home markets (Shi et al. 2010, p. 620). If their
partners decided to move towards global sourcing or seek global alliance
possibilities, there may not be any other way than to globalize account
management or cease cooperation with such buyers.
In the following steps two, three and four of the decision-making process,
the details of different levels of fit (alignment) between the buyer and the
supplier are discussed. These are the operational, strategic and personal fit
(Richards, Jones 2009, p. 314). In the second step of the evaluation the
supplier has a pre-qualified group of customers who are candidates for the
new partnership organization. However, in order to avoid a situation where
the pressure for deeper discounts is the only effect of a global cooperation,
the supplier has to examine the room for the short-term internal optimization
based on customer value creation and cost effectiveness. Globally
purchasing companies would benefit from consistency in the selection and
qualification of new tools, prefabricated elements or set routines for services
and thereby reducing time and cost for implementing changes in production
facilities or processes worldwide. Hence the supplier has to maximize the
ability to unlock its competence hidden in the people, processes and systems
across the whole organization. For instance, informal platform for sharing
experiences or/and formal best practices and knowledge management
programs combined with GAM, should lead to a better performance in
meeting the customer needs by instantly assisting their processes anywhere
in the world on the basis of the pioneering country or even a single
manufacturing location (Given, Smith 2014). In addition, establishing webbased services including e-communities should provide the client’s local
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managers with valuable knowledge concerning product performance and
implementation, relevant articles, problem-solving oriented discussions, enews and other useful data. Thus good experiences in one plant or office can
help in getting a positive cooperation climate in other locations of the same
customer (Bradford, Atkinson 2014). This can be extremely successful not
just for the big corporations which have had GAM organizations for years
but also for medium-sized companies.
Proficiency in customer care can also open the way for cost reductions
thanks to the centralization of customer support centers: implementation of
Shared Services Centers – SSC (Radło 2013, pp. 215-220). It also
maximizes the likelihood of selling to all or almost all of the customer’s
locations. Other benefits include: cost reductions in spending for marketing,
logistics, IT as well as product variants development. However, significant
effort is needed to overcome potential organizational immaturity hindering
effective cooperation in matrix management environment, sticking to global
priorities and maintaining one-face-to-the-customer. As was already stated, a
GAM strategic selling model as the whole CRM strategy is not a magic
solution for underperforming companies, but a powerful tool for industrial
leaders successfully managing their people and processes.
The scale of potential business and its internal capability to contribute to
current customer processes may not be sufficient to develop long-term
beneficial relation. First, the industry the supplier is operating in may be
both extremely competitive and lacking significant advancements in the
technology. Such an unfavorable situation exists in most of the commodities’
industries, where price is a dominant purchasing driver. Second, the products
/ services the supplier is offering may play a minor role in the customer
value chain. The supplier may, therefore, lack the potential to effectively
contribute to the buyer’s market success. Consequently, the buying company
will not pay much attention to a particular supplier and will possibly leave
such purchases in the hands of the line employees or will introduce a price
bidding platform.
Both situations represent the lower left corner of the graph shown in
figure 4 (step 3) and constitute unfavorable conditions to relation
development and thus for GAM introduction, because of the low or the
absence of strategic fit of both companies (Toulan et al. 2006, pp. 67-68). In
the lower right corner the chances for long-lasting relationship building are
still not present, even if, due to advanced technology or order complexity,
the customer cannot expect to find a number of suppliers trumping their
prices. Owing to the relatively short period of one-time interest a customer
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has on offer, the supplier is needed as a specialist for concrete problem
solving. Once this is done, no ongoing business remains to fuel the
relationship. In addition, it seems such bottlenecks are rather caused locally
(e.g. investment in a new manufacturing line/facility) and therefore they
build no potential to set up a GAM organization.
More favorable conditions for the development of a partnership are
present if, admittedly, the supplier industry is not technologically advanced,
but their products / services play a significant role in the particular business
strategy of their customers. Consequently, the customer’s interest in
cooperation with the chosen supplier tends to be higher e.g. because of the
demand for risk reduction and process compatibility. One such example
comes from the global shipping industry, where customers have been
traditionally making choices between more or less expensive transportation
space. Meanwhile Maersk (the globally operating Danish company) realized
that for some companies who follow the just-in-time principle, marine
transport is a major problem. Thanks to increased timeliness and reliability,
Maersk improved the value chain of its best customers and transformed from
a commodity-based to a value-based supplier which resulted in 350% ROI in
less than a year (Levit 2014).
The best premises for a long-lasting mutually beneficial relationship exist
if both factors shown in figure 5 (step 3) reach their highest magnitude. The
importance in the value creation chain is a prerequisite for the openness for
tighter cooperation, while technological advancement and complexity makes
the supplier more attractive for today’s business and reduces the pool of
alternative partners in the future. It also connects the prospects of both
entities in the development of even more advanced solutions raising the
competitiveness of the buyer in the end-market and thus securing the
position of the supplier.
The essence of cooperating on a global scale is, therefore, the creation
and delivery of a specific added value. This value tends to become higher
with time, as the relation develops and joint projects start. To fuel the
relation such jointly developed value should be calculable and superior to
other alternatives. Research comprising 58 global companies shows that they
tend to pay more for four value categories: process, cost reducing
administration services, individualized marketing and sales support with
advanced technology on top (NAM/GAM 1997). In order to meet such
expectations both parties have to actively participate in a three-stage process:
− setting the goals of global cooperation,
− adjusting business processes,
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− establishing knowledge management and implementation of learning
organization principles in the network organization.
However, even if all factors listed in figure 5 (steps 1 to 3) are favorable
for long-term cooperation, there exists the final fourth step of GAM
evaluation which may mix up the results of such calculations.
Customer willingness to cooperate with the supplier on an extensive
global scale is not only influenced by a formal strategy but also by informal,
personal contacts and the preferences of top managers from both parties –
the personal fit (Shi et al. 2005). These can tip the balance for making a
particular decision, especially if other considered options seem to be
comparable (Deszczyński et al. 2017). The managerial decision-making
often relies on habits of the mind and intuition, especially if positive moods
are associated with the subject of the decision (Dane, Pratt 2007, pp. 47-48).
Thus individual likings (of people or even places) can heavily influence
decisions for developing tighter relations with the supplier as they are
grounded in the motivational and cognitive predispositions of individuals to
achieve congruency in a relationship. This congruency relies on three
factors: degree of uncertainty assembled with maintaining relations, the
extent of interpersonal trust and the definition of the expectations of the
partnership in terms of efficiency and equity (Ring, Van de Ven 1994,
pp. 95-99). Moreover, relative advantage in access to information over an
often dispersed group of owners enables top management to effectively
include in the corporate decision-making process their own interests of
power, prestige, security as well as likes and dislikes (Noga 2009, pp. 192195; Gorynia 1998, pp. 22-24). All this makes the relationship development
process a more complex issue, however it gives an opportunity to use this
informal factor to successfully overcome difficulties that would normally
make GAM implementation unfeasible.
CONCLUSIONS
The literature review on GAM as a distinct relationship management
program indicates that a long-term partnership and cooperation offer great
potential for the supplying companies active in the B2B market. However, it
also shows that creating value in a global relationship on the premise of
economies of scale only, can produce significant losses for the supplier in
terms of margin and profits. Thus GAM can fail to improve the economics
of a relationship even if loyalty – commonly linked with profitability – is in
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place, and thus, from the supplier’s perspective, the implementation of GAM
is frequently problematic. This requires coordination within the central
corporate functions and across national borders. This creates some important
marketing challenges and it can be counterproductive if the pressure on the
price turns out to be its only tangible effect. It seems, therefore, that the
implementation of GAM requires a certain degree of buyer-supplier
alignment and a corporate relationship management maturity.
The effect of the conceptual work presented in this paper is the gradual
model of GAM relationship decision-making process based on the theory of
relationship management, and global account management in particular. It
simultaneously shows the fields of potential value creation and the
restrictions for companies considering introduction GAM. The model aims
at integrating all the important issues in GAM decision-making, which are
either fragmented in the other frameworks or distilled to such an abstract
level that they cannot serve as a managerial tool (Hollensen, Wulff 2010; Shi
et al. 2010; Yip, Madsen 1996).
Its first step starts with the traditional sales volume analysis. The second
step aims at looking for short-term opportunities to meet the buyer’s
expectations in terms of creating qualitative added value as well as cost
reductions in more areas than manufacturing only. The third step is oriented
on matching the relevance and technological advancement of the supplier
and the buyer in order to form the basis for a more intensive and long-lasting
strategic cooperation. The second and the third steps combined comprise an
integrated approach, which is barely seen in the literature. Most of the
authors place emphasis only on the strategic cooperation (Toulan et al. 2006)
or merely briefly comment on the need for the immediate positive results of
GAM (Harvey et al. 2003). Meanwhile, without significant short-term
benefits, there will be no chance to further develop the relationship. The
final step emphasizes the importance of the attitudes which influence the
factual customer interest in the long-term cooperation including the informal
relations and the personal choices of top management. This issue has been
also largely overlooked in the GAM literature with the exception of Toulan
et al. (2006) and Wilson, Weilbaker (2004).
If the criteria of choice of potential GAM partners predominately based
on the relationship approach proposed in this model significantly correlate
with the mutual value creation for both supplier and buyer and the longevity
of their cooperation, this should be examined further in the field research.
Due to the interdependencies of formal external and internal factors as well
as informal individual managerial choices, such research would require
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longitudinal observation and the application of extensive interviewing
techniques. Still, the zoom-in approach proposed in this model seems to be
close to the reality of business logic and therefore can already be of help for
the decision makers in globally operating B2B suppliers.
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